Anyone investing in modern production facilities expects a solid “return” – with Strama-MPS it is realized. We help our customers to be successful all over the world by providing the technology.

Our customers are companies of international standing. We have been given the opportunity both to play a role in their success and to participate. So we have grown continuously. Over the past ten years we have doubled the number of our employees, built a second state-of-the-art plant at the location of our headquarters in Lower Bavaria and integrated interesting companies into our corporate group.

With them we can provide ideal additions to our portfolio and optimally reinforce our position in the world and future markets. We have founded three subsidiaries on three continents. This enables us to supply our customers in Europe, China, India, Mexico and in the USA with that which brings them the market advantage: Quality “made in Bavaria”, top-class engineering, reliable service and provision of “Local Content”.

Our turnover is achieved with our long-standing, satisfied customers. Strama-MPS is one of the 5 major automation specialists in Germany. Strama-MPS belongs to the 10 leading special machine builders in Germany.

POWERFUL SYNERGIES: “MEMBER OF STRAMA GROUP”

Over the last 40 years, F & K DelvoTEC is the worldwide innovation leader for wire and laser bonder technology. Renowned companies and research institutes worldwide are convinced by the quality of the technology and engineering services.

Aufl-Kessel has acquired in recent years an excellent reputation with assembly lines for axles and chassis components in the passenger car and commercial vehicle sector. With its axle alignment systems Aufl has long been the world market leader.

Strama-MPS develops special-purpose machinery, equipment and complete solutions for the production, assembly and testing of complex technical components and products. International technology groups appreciate our engineering expertise, the experience and the reliability. We lead your project to success.

Strama-MPS
Maschinenbau GmbH & Co. KG
Ittlinger Straße 195
94315 Straubing / Germany
Phone +49 9421 739-0
Fax +49 9421 739-247
www.strama-mps.de

MOVING THE LIMITS. TOGETHER. CONSTANTLY.

MOVING THE LIMITS. TOGETHER. CONSTANTLY.
Today, a passenger car has about 100 sensors installed whose signals ensure our safety, driving comfort and optimum technical processes. Autonomous driving will revolutionize our way of moving from one place to another, thus resulting in an increased number of sensors and control units applied.

Our assembly lines for sensors and control units are used to produce quality products with a high level of diversification. They too can be scaled quickly and easily for future capacity requirements.

E-MOBILITY
SCALABLE ASSEMBLY LINES FOR A FUTURE MARKET UNDER “HIGH VOLTAGE”
E-Mobility is booming. Suppliers and manufacturers are facing the challenge to get the products quickly to the market without losing the future trends and quantities required.
We offer solutions. For instance, with assembly lines for battery modules and systems as well as an e-motor (stator and rotor) being adaptable to any different car manufacturers’ call-offs. We will introduce the compact and modularly scalable fully automatic test rig. E-motor (stator and rotor), fully automatic test rig, adaptable during a running process in case of changing requirements and products.

BATTERY SYSTEMS
E-MOTOR
BATTERY MODULES
GEARBOX TEST
STATOR
E-MOTOR TEST
DOOR HINGES
E-AXLES